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Features
·		Calculate the DPS of a starship configuration for each weapon firing arc.  
·		Calculate the average burst damage of torpedoes, mines and Beam Overload.
·		Compare two builds to one another, using a simple color coded system.  
·		Graph the DPS of a single build, or a comparison of two builds.  
·		Display a graph of DPS at different power levels or different ranges.  
·		Modify combat parameters such as weapon power, target range, certain skills.
·		Fully customize the DPS calculations to match your rank, equipment and skills.  
·		Calculate your power level at a given power setting based on your skills.
·		Calculate the damage displayed in-game for a weapon at a given mark and skill level.  
·	
·	
·	To offer feedback or receive assistance please see: http://forums.startrekonline.com/showthread.php?t=236545
·	
·	Introduction
·		The Starship Weapons Calculator for Star Trek Online, is based on the data derived from my weapon scaling tests.  It is a tool designed to allow you to compare different starship configurations to one another at a glance.   You can adjust multiple factors to see how your damage varies with weapon power level, range from your target, and different bridge officer skills.  In advanced mode, the Weapons Calculator can even adjust your damage based on the mark of your weapons, the tactical consoles you have equipped, and the amount of points you have put into your captain's starship weapons skills. 
·		The Weapons Calculator is a good first step to help you consider ways of improving your starship weapon's loadout, or help you select a different configuration to try.  It is not intended to replace actual in-game experience, which should be the deciding factor in judging any starship configuration.  Keep in mind that the calculator provides "best case" damage results, it can't take into account the difficulty of keeping an enemy in the firing arc of your weapons, or how your ship is hindered by offensive enemy powers, and so on.  
·	
·	How Does It Work?
·		The foundation of the calculator are my weapon scaling tests, which focused on determining how much damage a given weapon type delivered when weapon power drain was taken into account.  I ran tests with different numbers of each weapon equipped to determine the combined DPS.  I then basically divided that DPS figure by the number of equipped weapons to end up with the DPW (DPS per weapon).  This DPW value decreases as more weapons are equipped, as a result of greater weapon power drain.  
·		The calculator works by counting how many weapons are active in a given firing arc, and then using that number to determine which DPW value to use.  It then takes the corresponding DPW for each weapon in the firing arc, and adds them to get the total DPS output.  
·		I can understand if you are skeptical that this calculation method actually works, but the truth is it does.  What ends up happening is the DPW figure serves as sort of a combination of a weapon’s actual damage output and it’s affect on the damage of other equipped weapons (as a result of its weapon power drain).  In actual combat, the DPS output of each weapon will vary from its DPW, but the combined value is surprisingly accurate.  
·	
·	How Accurate Is It?  
·		Actually, I’d say it’s pretty damn accurate.  I’ve run several tests to compare the results from the calculator to actual combat results, and the average margin of error is only about 0.6%.  The calculator is most accurate when dealing with weapons with the same firing cycle and power drain.  For example, when mixing Beam Arrays and Dual Beam Banks the error rate is close to zero.  However, even when combining all manner of different weapons, the worst individual test result was off by only 1.29%.  
·		Considering there is some degree of error in any given test run, this degree of accuracy is pretty good.  Certainly, it should be sufficient for you to get a sense of how different hypothetical builds stack up against one another.  Here are some examples of specific tests, all at 100 weapon power:
·	
·	1 DHC, 1 DC, 1 C- Calculated: 350.341, Actual: 352.868, Difference: 0.72%
·	2 DB, 1 DC, 3 T- Calculated: 426.173, Actual: 430.539, Difference: 1.01%
·	4 C, 3 B- Calculated: 446.973, Actual: 448.997, Difference: 0.45%
·	2 B, 1 DB- Calculated: 282.824, Actual: 282.665, Difference: 0.06%
·	2 DB, 2 C- Calculated: 391.955, Actual: 390.173, Difference: 0.46%
·	3 DB, 2 T- Calculated: 391.968, Actual: 397.073, Difference: 1.29%
·	3 DC, 2 T- Calculated: 428.669, Actual: 429.942, Difference: 0.30%
·	2 DHC, 1 DB, 2 T- Calculated: 440.832, Actual: 443.170, Difference: 0.53%
·	2 C, 1 DB, 1 B, 2 T- Calculated: 412.191, Actual: 416.824, Difference: 1.11%
·	1 DHC, 1 DC, 1 DB, 1 C, 1 T- Calculated: 457.627, Actual: 457.993, Difference: 0.08%
·	
·	Basic Mode: Understanding Relative DPS
·		By default, the calculator measures DPS results in what I have dubbed "Relative DPS".  Basically what this means is that the damage from all weapons is measured against that of a single Beam Array at 100 weapon power, which is set to 100 DPS.  If a weapon/power combination does five times as much damage as said Beam Array, then the DPS figure will be 500.  If a weapon/power combination does half as much damage, then its DPS will be 50, and so on.  
·		The reason for using Relative DPS is so that the results are general enough to be used easily at every tier and every skill level, with a minimum of input from the user.  The calculator is capable of figuring your actual damage output, but in order to get an accurate result you need to enter your exact skill and console bonuses.  Using Relative DPS avoids this hassle, because the calculator can simply tell you how specific builds stack up against one another when all things are equal (including skill level, consoles and weapon marks).  
·		However, while Relative DPS is simple to use, it can not take into account all of the factors that affect weapon damage, and will only ever be a best estimate.  For an easy comparison, I recommend sticking to Relative DPS.  But, for those who want results that most accurately reflect in-game damage, you may fully customize the program's parameters in the advanced settings.  
·	
·	Known Limitations
·		Because I lack a Klingon character of high enough level, I could not gather data on Dual Cannons and Dual Heavy Cannons under eight weapon scenarios (in other words with four rear turrets equipped).  As a result, the calculator cannot calculate the DPS of a Battle Cruiser with four forward energy weapons and four turrets.  In addition, Plasma Mines do not include damage for their plasma burn, because the game provides no information on them, I was unable to determine how often the proc took effect, or how much damage it did on average.  
·	
·	Using the Starship Weapons Calculator
·		The calculator should be fairly intuitive to use.  Simply select weapons from the drop down lists on the left side of the calculator window, and the resulting firing arcs and their DPS will be displayed over the starship in the center.  If you wish to compare two builds to one another, hit the Compare button and a second build entry area will be displayed on the right side of the window.  If you would like to see a graph of your build (or builds) hit the Show Graph button.  If you don’t care about the DPS of so many different firing arcs, or find them confusing, check the Simplified Firing Arcs box to limit the calculator to only the forward, side and rear arcs.  If you want to set your character's faction or rank, which limits which ship classes and tiers are available to you, or you wish to specify additional skill and equipment information to receive more accurate results, you may do so by clicking on the Show Settings button.  For more detailed information about any of the program options, please see the corresponding heading below.   
·	
·	Main Window	
·	
·	Ship Class/Ship Tier/Ship Sub-Class
·		Use these options to select the type of vessel you wish to compare, and its tier.  If there are multiple sub-classes of a ship (usually the case for tier 5 vessels), then you may select the exact vessel from the subclass menu.  The type of vessel selected will determine whether or not you can select Dual (Heavy) Cannons, and Shuttle Beam Arrays.  Meanwhile, the type of vessel, combined with the ship tier, will determine how many weapon ports are available to equip weapons.  If there is only a single sub-class available then the Ship Sub-Class menu will not be displayed.  Setting class to Unrestricted will allow for the selection of any type of weapon, and will match the number of weapon ports to the maximum number available on any ship from that tier.   
·		Same As Alpha (Omega Vessel)- On the Omega Vessel you have the option of setting your ship class, ship tier and shipe sub-class to Same As Alpha.  When this option is selected, the Omega vessel will match the selection of the Alpha vessel.  If the Omega vessel cannot match the selection of the Alpha vessel exactly, due to having a different rank or faction selected in the advanced settings, the program will select the closest vessel that is the closest possible match, within its rank and faction limitations.  
·	
·	
·	Forward Weapons/Rear Weapons
·		Use these options to select the weapons you wish to equip your vessel with.  Forward weapon slots may contain all types of energy weapon, as well as Torpedo launchers.  Rear weapon slots consist only of Beam Arrays and Turrets, as well as Mine and Torpedo launchers.  Dual (Heavy) Cannons will only be included in the forward weapon slots if your ship class is capable of equipping them.  
·	
·	Reset
·		Hitting this button will clear your weapon selections, so you may start over selecting weapons from scratch.  
·	
·	Firing Arc Display
·		The Firing Arc display serves as a graphical representation of the firing arcs of the current starship build.  When a firing arc is in use, it is drawn over the starship in the center of the display.  The DPS for each firing arc will be listed in a labeled box on the side of the firing arc image.  Only relevant firing arcs are shown: those with zero DPS are simply hidden, unless Simplified Firing Arcs is enabled (see below).  Note that Burst damage from weapons such as mines and torpedoes is not listed as DPS, but rather as the average potential burst damage amount.  
·		Starship Image- An image of your currently selected starship will be displayed in the center of the Firing Arc Display.  Most of these images were taken from the in-game status window, however, many of the Klingon images were taken from Spider Mitch's Klingon Graphical Ship Chart.  Thanks to Spider Mitch for allowing the use of his images!  For more information on the Graphical Ship Charts, please see: http://forums.startrekonline.com/showthread.php?t=172816
·		DPS Display Boxes- Each firing arc will have a corresponding box where its combined DPS value will be reported.  The DPS values included here are based on actual in-game test results, and not the theoretical DPS provided to you by the in-game weapon powers or weapon tooltip.  
·		Burst Damage Boxes- If you have torpedoes or mines equipped, or you have activated the Beam Overload skill, then the potential burst damage of your loadout will also be displayed.  Because burst damage, by nature, cannot be sustained, the number here is not presented in DPS form, but is instead the average combined damage output of all your burst weapons.  Damage effects that only occur part of the time, such as the plasma burn from Plasma Torpedoes, are prorated based on their odds of taking effect.  
·		Detailed Results Tooltip- If you hover your mouse over any damage display box, a tooltip will be displayed which shows the weapons that are included in that firing arc, as well as the DPS of each of the underlying weapon types.  If you have any activated skills that affect any of your weapons, this will also be indicated in the detailed results.  
·		Build Comparison Display- When two builds are being compared to one another, the DPS for the Omega build will be shown on the right of the firing arc display, while those of the Alpha build will continue to be displayed on the left side.  Any firing arcs that are relevant to either build will be displayed.  This can result in a firing arc with zero DPS being displayed by one, or both, of the builds.  In such a case, the results box for that arc will be colored gray to indicate that it's DPS is zero.  
·		Comparison Color Coding- When two builds are being compared, the DPS results boxes will be color coded to represent the difference in damage between the two builds in a given firing arc.  If the damage of both builds is close to even (less than 5% difference), then the boxes will be colored yellow.  If one is more than the other, then the box with the higher DPS value will be colored green, and the box with the lower value will be colored red.  The darker the color, the greater the disparity in damage.  Light green/red means the difference is between 5-20%.  Medium green/red means the difference is between 20-40%.  Meanwhile the darkest shade of green/red means the difference is greater than 40%.  
·	
·	
·	Simplified Firing Arcs
·		Simplified Firing Arcs is designed to remove information that some users may find irrelevant, in order to make the DPS display easier to understand.  When Simplified Firing Arcs is enabled, the program will calculate DPS only for three arcs: forward, side and rear.  The forward DPS is determined by the forward most (or narrowest) arc.  Side damage includes only weapons that fire across the entire side arc (Beam Arrays and Turrets, and not Single Cannons).  
·		Unlike the normal behavior where an unused firing arc is hidden, when Simplified Firing Arcs is enabled, all three firing arcs will always be displayed.  If any firing arc has a DPS value of zero then its box will be colored gray to indicate that.  
·	
·	Weapon Power
·		A ship's weapon power determines how much damage each of its energy weapons will inflict.  Because of weapon energy drain, the more weapons you equip, the higher the weapon power setting required to use the weapons effectively.  Your selection here determines which test data is used when calculating DPS.  The corresponding results should reflect how your build will perform at that specific weapon power level.  
·		Same As Alpha (Omega Vessel)- On the Omega vessel, you may set the power level to Same As Alpha, which will attempt to match the power level or power setting of the Alpha vessel.  If power extrapolation is enabled on the Omega vessel (see advanced settings) note that the power setting will be matched, and the final power level with bonuses included may be different on each vessel. 
·		Tip!: If you are using the default power settings, with power extrapolation disabled, then be sure to select the weapon power level that is closest to your in-game power level with all power bonuses included.  
·	
·	Target Distance
·		Use this to specify the range to your target.  This will modify the DPS calculations to account for the damage drop off that occurs over distance.  Calculations from this setting are based on the testing of BigBadB at The Engines Cannae Take It! Blog. 
·		Same As Alpha (Omega Vessel)- On the Omega vessel, you may set the target distance to Same As Alpha, which will cause the range to match that selected on the Alpha vessel. 
·	
·	Activated Skill
·		Click this button to display the skills window, where you may activate a number of bridge officer tactical skills which affect the damage output of your weapons.  The options in this window are discussed directly below.  
·	
·	Advanced Settings
·		Hit this button to display the advanced settings, for either the Alpha or Omega vessel.  The advanced settings allows access to additional options to more specifically tailor the program's results to reflect what you will experience in the game.  If you wish to perform the most accurate comparison, with a number of specific skill and equipment factors taken into account, then you should access the advanced settings.  However, if you only wish to perform a simple comparison, then you may safely ignore the advanced settings.  The advanced settings windows are discussed in more detail below.  
·	
·	Show Graph/Hide Graph
·		This will display or hide the graph window, which will provide a line graph representation of your starship's DPS across each of its firing arcs.  The graph may also be used to compare two starship configurations to one another.  For more information on the graph window, see below. 
·	
·	Compare
·		This button will expand the window to display the comparison build to the right side of the firing arc display.  When a comparison is being performed, the original build, on the left side, will be labeled Alpha, while the comparison build, on the right side, will be labeled Omega.  The DPS of the Omega build will be listed in boxes to the right of the firing arc display, while the results for the Alpha build will continue to be listed on the left.  When a comparison is being performed, lines corresponding to both builds will be drawn on the graph display.  
·		Hide- This will close the compare display, reset the Omega build, and return the program to single build display mode.  
·	
·	About
·		Clicking this button displays information about the program’s version number, author and license agreement.  The program's documentation is also available from the About window.  
·	
·	Activated Skills Window
·	
·	Overview
·		The activated skills window consists of a number of tactical bridge officer skills, which you may activate to modify your DPS calculations.  Skills are grouped by type, since such skills can never be activated at the same time.  The only exception to this are Beam Fire At Will and Beam Overload, because Beam Overload only impacts burst damage and does not modify DPS.  Note that the program does not determine whether your selected starship has the necessary tactical bridge officer consoles to select a skill, or check whether the selected skills are in conflict over the same bridge officer console.  Please take care not to activate an impossible combination of skills!  
·	
·	Activate Skill Checkbox
·		Check the box to the left side of a skill in order to activate it, and uncheck it to deactivate it.  A skill will only affect the DPS calculations when it is activated.  In addition, a skill will only affect DPS calculations if the proper weapon is equipped to benefit from it (ex: Beam Overload requires a Beam Array or Dual Beam Bank).  
·		Note that some skills require that certain advanced settings be enabled or disabled in order so that the calculator can determine their effect.  The activation box for these skills will be grayed out unless the proper settings have been changed.  For example, Relative DPS must be disabled in order for Attack Pattern Alpha, Attack Pattern Omega or Tactical Team to be activated. 
·	
·	Skill Selection
·		For Cannon, Mine and Torpedo skills, select which skill you wish to activate from this list.  The selection here will modify the reported effect in the Rank Selection list.  
·	
·	Rank Selection
·		Select the rank of the skill you are activating.  Note that the program does not determine whether your selected starship has the necessary tactical bridge officer consoles to select a skill, or check whether the selected skills are in conflict over the same bridge officer console.  
·	
·	Number Of Targets
·		For skills that affect multiple enemies at once, such as Beam Fire At Will, Torpedo Spread, Cannon Rapid Fire, or the Heavy Plasma Torpedo, the number of targets determines how many enemies the calculator assumes are within the weapon's firing arc, or area of effect.  You may select any number from 1 to 10.  For single target skills, this information is simply ignored.  
·	
·	Same As Alpha (Omega Vessel)
·		When Same As Alpha is checked (the default setting), the Omega vessel's activated skills will automatically match those selected on the Alpha vessel.  In order to specify different skills on both vessels, you may do so by unchecking Same As Alpha, which will unlock the Omega skill selection window.  
·	
·	Attack Pattern Beta/Delta
·		Due to some strange results with -damage resistance skills, which may be bugged, Attack Pattern Beta and Delta are currently disabled pending further investigation.  
·	
·	Graph Window
·	
·	Overview
·		The graph window displays a line chart of the DPS of the selected starship build.  This visual representation may make it easier to judge the effectiveness of your starship configuration, or see how two starship configurations compare to one another.  Only DPS results are displayed in the graph window, burst damage and skills that affect burst damage are not shown.  
·	
·	Graph Mode
·		By default the program will display a graph of your build, or a comparison of two builds.  In addition, you may also view a range or power level comparison graph.  By selecting an option from this drop down list you change the current graphing mode.  The three graph modes are discussed below in more detail.  
·		Standard Graph- The graph window will display one or two lines, depending on whether or not the program is in single or comparison mode.  Graph results will reflect all seleted settings in the main program window and the advanced settings window.  
·		Power Level Comparison- The graph will display the results of your starship configuration(s) at different power levels.  The behavior of the power level comparison graph will differ depending on whether you have enabled power level extrapolation in the advanced settings and whether the program is in single or comparison mode.  If power extrapolation is disabled, then in single mode one line will be drawn for each of the tested power levels (125, 100, 75, 50 and 35).  If power extrapolation is enabled, then in single mode one line will be drawn for a power setting of 25, 40, 55, 70, 85 and 100, with all power bonuses included in the results.  In comparison mode, non-extrapolated power levels of 125, 100 and 50, and extrapolated power settings of 100, 75 and 50 will be used instead.  Note that power extrapolation may be set independently on each vessel, and the graph will draw the lines for each vessel accordingly.  When performing a power level comparison, the power level selected in the main window will be ignored, however all othe selected settings will be used!
·		Range Comparison- The graph will display the results of your build(s) at different ranges from your target.  If there is no comparison vessel, then lines will be drawn for results at 0 km, 2 km, 4 km, 6 km, 8 km and 10 km.  If there is a comparison vessel, then lines for both builds will be drawn for 0 km, 5 km and 10 kms.  When performing a range comparison the range selected in the main window for both vessels is ignored, however all other selected settings are used!  
·		Tip!: If the graph is difficult to read during a Power Level or Range comparison, enabling Simplified Firing Arcs may make it easier to comprehend.  
·	
·	
·	Hide/Show Key
·		When a graph has multiple lines, a key will be displayed inside the graph pane.  While the program will always attempt to draw the key in a place that does not obscure the lines, this is not always possible.  If the program suspects that the key may obscure lines, it will include a Hide button in the lower right hand corner of the key.  Click this button to minimize the key to the graph's lower right corner.  Once hidden the key will remain hidden, even if the graph is redrawn, until you either close the graph or hit the Show Key button.  
·	
·	Advanced Settings Window
·	
·	Overview
·		The advanced settings window will allow you to customize the program's results to better reflect your skills, and equipment in the game.  In order to properly customize the advanced settings you may need to refer to the in-game skill selection tree, and your starship's status window.  Properly customizing the advanced settings should allow results that are very close to the damage you actually see in the game.  
·	
·	Same As Alpha (Omega Vessel)
·		When Same As Alpha is checked, the Omega vessel’s advanced settings will automatically match those of the Alpha vessel.  All character settings, weapon skills and equipment will be determined based on what has been entered on the Alpha vessel.  However, if Match Ship Console Limit is selected, the number of equipped consoles on the Omega vessel will be adjusted to reflect the console limit of that vessel, not those available on Alpha.  
·	
·	Copy From Alpha/Omega
·		Hit this button in order to copy the settings from the opposite vessel.  The button corresponds to the section that it is placed above, and only settings for that section will be copied.  On the Alpha vessel, the copy option will only be available if the program is in comparison mode, and the Omega vessel is not already set to Same As Alpha. 
·	
·	Character Settings
·		The advanced character settings primarily allow you to limit which ships are available for selection, based on your captain's faction and rank.  In addition, you may select your captain's career which will determine which captain skills are available for activation.  
·		Unrestricted (Alpha Vessel)- When Unrestricted is checked the vessel is set to unrestricted mode, and all ships, tiers and equipment will be displayed.  Uncheck Unrestricted in order to specify your captain’s faction and rank.  
·		Faction- Use this list to select your captain's faction.  Selecting a faction will limit the ships that are available for selection to those of your faction. 
·		Rank- Use this list to select your captain’s rank.  The rank setting will determine which ship tiers are available for selection.  If you using the advanced weapon settings, then rank will also determine the level of equipment, and skills, which are available to you. 
·		Career- Use this list to select your captain’s career.  Career will eventually determine whether some captain skills are available for selection, however currently only Attack Pattern Alpha has been implemented, so this feature is not yet enabled.  
·	
·	
·	Combat Settings
·		The combat settings allow you to customize the frequency and severity of critical hits based on your captain's training and equipment, as well as the effectiveness of Attack Pattern skills.  In addition, you may also choose whether to have the calculator take the effects of damage resistance and miss rate into account when calculating damage output.  
·		Default Settings- When checked, the program will use the default critical values of 4.5% critical chance and 75% critical severity.  These values correspond with a skill of 9 in Starship Attack Vectors and Starship Battle Strategy.  Likewise, Attack Pattern skill effectiveness will be based on the maximum possible skill training for your rank.  
·		Attack Vectors/Combat Manuevers/Battle Strategy- Use this area to enter your captain's skill level in Starship Maneuvers skills.  Attack Vectors will influence your Critical Hit chance, while Battle Strategy will influence your Critical Severity.  All three skills will influence your effectiveness with Attack Pattern skills. 
·		Equipment Bonuses- If you have the Borg Assimilated Module console, or the Aegis Hyper-Impulse Engines equipped then select them here.  The Borg Assilated Module will add 0.92% to your Critical Hit chance, and 9.2% to your Critical Severity.  The Aegis engine, meanwhile, will improve your effectiveness with Attack Pattern skills.
·		Calculate Damage Resistance- When checked, the calculator will reduce the calculated DPS of your weapons by the damage resistance factor of the target vessel.  
·		Target Resistance- You may customize the target’s damage resistance by entering its resistance factor in this box.  Higher values means greater damage resistance and lower effective DPS, however, the calculator does take into account diminishing returns.  The default value is 11.88%, which corresponds to the maximum bonus from Battle Strategy skill, as well as the 2% Damage Received accolade bonus.  
·		Calculate Accuracy- When checked, the calculator will reduce the calculated DPS to take into account miss results.  In addition, if your accuracy is greater than 100%, the calculator will convert the excess accuracy into additional critical hit chance and critical severity.  In order for [Acc] weapon mods to have any effect, Calculate Accuracy must be enabled.  
·		Target Defense- You may customize the target’s defense rating by entering a value into this box.  A higher defense rating means that you will hit the target less often.  The default value is 60, which corresponds to the maximum defense bonus received when moving at sufficient speed.  If you hover over the Target Defense box, additional common values and bonuses will be displayed in the tooltip text. 
·		Critical Chance/Critical Severity/Damage Reduction/Hit Rate- These boxes display your modified combat stats, or the default values if combat settings is set to defaults.  By hovering over each box you can receive additional information on the underlying captain skills, equipment and activated skills which are adding to the total result.  
·	
·	
·	Power Settings
·		The power settings are used to enable and adjust the calculator's power extrapolation algorithm.  By using the five known power test results, the calculator will use quartic regression to estimate the results at other power levels.  Quartic regression is a method of mathematical data fitting using five known points.  The program's quartic equation can be used to draw a curve which passes through the five known points.  Other data points are estimated to be along that curve.  Logically this is sound, and one would expect the game's mechanics to act in a fairly consistent and predictable way.  
·		However, it should be noted that these results are only estimates!  While in most cases the extrapolated results should be reasonably accurate, they are known to be very inaccurate in specific circumstances, particularly at power levels below 50, when 6 or more weapons are equipped!  In extremely power restrained situations, the damage results for lower power levels will be reported to be higher than those of higher power levels, which is known to be false.  At higher power levels, the extrapolated results are believed to be more accurate.  But, if you only want results based on verified data, you should leave power extrapolation set to disabled.  
·		When power extrapolation is enabled, the calculator will also calculate your actual power level at various power settings based on your skill levels, ship type and equipment bonuses.  Note that while power extrapolation is enabled, if the Alpha and Omega vessels are not of an identical ship class, and load out, they may have results calculated at different actual power levels, even if they are set to the same power setting.
·		Warp Core Training/Weapon Efficiency/Weapon Performance- Enter your skill in these skills, which will determine your power level efficiency and performance bonuses. 
·		Captain Efficiency Trait- If your captain has either the Efficient Captain or Joined Symbiote trait, both of which increase efficiency skills, then you may select them from this selection box.
·		Efficient Bridge Officers- If you have any bridge officers with the Efficient trait assigned to your vessel, enter the number here.  
·		Warp Theorist- If your captain has the Warp Theorist trait, which provides a +10 bonus to Warp Core training, then check this box.  
·		Equipment Bonuses- If you have any equipment which adds to your weapons power level, such as Plasma Distribution Manifolds, the Efficient Impulse Engines, or the Borg Assimilated Module console, enter your total bonus from equipment in this box.  
·	
·	
·	Weapon Settings
·		The weapon settings allow you to further customize your ship’s equipment, as well as your captain’s weapon skill training.  By adjusting the weapon parameters you can tailor the program to more closely reflect your in-game damage.  
·		Relative DPS- When Relative DPS is checked, the program will report all weapon damage using Relative DPS (described earlier).  Uncheck this option in order to specify your exact weapons, equipment and skills.  Checking Relative DPS will reset both the Alpha and Omega vessels to Relative DPS mode.
·		Weapon Mark- Use this list to select the equipment mark of your starship’s weapons.  If you select the Max option, the program will automatically select the highest mark available for the rank you have specified under character settings.  
·		Weapon Mods- If your weapons have any weapon mods, such as [Acc], [CrtD], [CrtH], or [Dmg] then choose them from these selection boxes.  As of the season 4 update, weapon rarity also results in bonus DPS.  This additional DPS bonus is automatically calculated based on the number of mods selected.  Note that Calculate Accuracy must be selected under combat settings in order for the [Acc] mod to have an effect (the bonus damage provided by rarity is always factored in, but accuracy calculations are not).
·		Skills- Use this area to enter your captain’s skill levels from the game.  To enter your skill level, click in the corresponding skill box and type a number 0-9.  If you have specified your rank under character settings, then some skills may not be available to you, in which case they will be grayed out and listed as N/A.  
·		Energy Weapon Type- Use this list to select the energy damage type of the weapons selected on your starship.  This setting will determine what tactical consoles are available for selection.  If you have specified your rank under character settings, then some energy types may not be available for selection.  In addition, you will not be able to enter skill in an energy type, unless the skill to do so is available at your rank. 
·		Tactical Consoles- Use these list boxes to select the type of tactical consoles equipped on your starship, as well as their equipment mark and rarity.  In order to select the console’s equipment mark and rarity, you must first select a type of tactical console.  If Match Ship Console Limit is selected, then the number of equipped tactical consoles will automatically match those available on the selected starship.  
·		If Match Ship Console Limit is unchecked, you may manually equip and unequip tactical consoles by using the check box next to each console.  An equipped console will be colored white, while an unequipped console will be colored gray.  You may still select a tactical console for every slot, regardless of whether or not that slot is currently equipped, but only equipped consoles will have an impact on DPS calculations. 
·		Match Ship Console Limit (Tactical Consoles)- When this option is selected, the number of tactical consoles equipped will be set automatically to the number of tactical console slots available on the selected starship.  The number of available tactical consoles will be displayed in the box to the right of this option.  Tactical consoles are equipped from the top down.  When you change your starship selection, tactical consoles will be equipped and unequipped automatically to match the new console limit.  Even when a console is unequipped, you may still select the type of console for that slot, so that the slot is filled if it later becomes available. 
·		Displayed DPS/Displayed Burst Damage- These boxes show the DPS/Burst damage value that will be displayed in the game’s tooltip pop up or powers window.  Due to the rounding of figures in the game’s UI, these values will never be exactly correct, but if you have the calculator configured properly they should be within a fraction of 1% of what is listed in the game.  Note that the DPS displayed in the main window will differ due to the inclusion of factors such as firing cycle lag, as well as weapon energy drain.  
·		Displayed DPS/Displayed Burst Damage Details- By hovering over each box a detailed tooltip will be displayed that shows how much of your damage is attributable to the weapon’s base damage, the weapons’s equipment mark, your weapons skills, your tactical console bonuses, as well as any weapon mods or activated skills that are adding to the total.  This can be very helpful in understanding the game’s weapon mechanics and how to further tune your starship configuration.  
·		Tip!: Make sure the values shown in the Displayed DPS and Displayed Burst Damage windows matches your in-game values.  This will ensure that you have the calculator properly configured for the most accurate results.  I have verified the accuracy of the calculations, so if they don’t match you must have entered something incorrectly!  

